Closed kinematic chains are created whenever multiple robot arms concurrently manipulate a single object. The closed-chain constraint, when coupled with robot joint limits, dramatically changes the connectivity of the configuration space. We propose a regrasping move, termed "IK-switch", which allows efficiently bridging components of the configuration space that are otherwise mutually disconnected. This move, combined with several other developments, such as a method to stabilize the manipulated object using the environment, a new tree structure, and a compliant control scheme, enables us to address complex closed-chain manipulation tasks, such as flipping a chair frame, which is otherwise impossible to realize using a single arm or existing multi-arm planning methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bimanual or, more generally, multi-arm robotic systems are necessary to manipulate large and heavy objects. It is however much more challenging to plan and control multiarm motions than single-arm motions, because of the closedchain kinematic constraint. The closed-chain constraint affects multi-arm motions at different levels.
First, at the "local" level, the feasible configurations of a closed-chain system are restricted to a sub-manifolds of a lower dimension than the configuration space. Thus, connecting nearby configurations by a valid path is nontrivial, and requires projection or differential IK techniques.
Second, when using sampling-based motion planners such as PRM [1] or RRT [2] , one needs to generate a large number of evenly distributed feasible configurations (which will be connected to each other through local motions). As the set of feasible configurations is of lower dimension, its volume is zero, which again requires non-trivial modifications to the sampling method. We call this the "(connected) component" level.
We identify in this paper another level, termed the "global" level, which encompasses different connected components that are mutually disconnected. Indeed, the closed-chain constraint, when coupled with robot joint limits, dramatically changes the connectivity of the set of feasible configurations. Fig. 1 (a) illustrates this point: because of the closed-chain constraint and the joint limits of the small green arm, the big blue arm cannot switch from the upper configuration to the lower configuration.
With the "local" and "component" levels being relatively well understood [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , it is the "global" level that constitutes a major hurdle when deploying multi-arm systems The authors are with the School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Nanyang Technological University, 50 Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 639798 (e-mail: zhou0202@e.ntu.edu.sg). to address practical tasks, such as flipping a chair frame as shown in Fig. 1(b, c) .
Contributions and Organization of the Paper
Our goal here is to develop a planning and control framework to carry out complex multi-arm tasks that are otherwise impossible to realize using a single arm, such as flipping a chair frame as in Fig. 1(b, c) . For this, we introduce the following contributions:
• a move, termed "IK-switch", which is a regrasping move that allows connecting different components that are otherwise mutually disconnected. We argue that such "IKswitch" moves help address the "global" problem discussed previously; • a method to use the environment to help stabilize large manipulated objects during "IK-switch" moves; • a tree structure adapted to the "IK-switch" move, which allows accelerating the planning; • the integration of the above contributions into a planning and control framework that can tackle complex manipulations. In particular, we implement a compliant control scheme that allows executing closed-chain motions under model uncertainty. We showcase the framework on a difficult manipulation task: flipping a chair frame using two robot arms. Planning time is less than 20 seconds and execution is smooth, as shown in the accompanying video https://youtu.be/PUkNS3gykC8. We have not seen in the literature a demonstration of planning and execution of a bimanual task of such a level of complexity. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss related works in closed-chain motion planning and manipulation planning using regrasping. In Section III, we analyze in detail how the closed-chain constraint changes the connectivity of the configuration space and formulate the planning problem. In Section IV, we present the core technical contributions of this paper that allow efficiently addressing complex closed-chain manipulation tasks. In Section V, we describe the simulations and hardware experiments (which include the challenging task of flipping of a chair frame using two robot arms) to validate the proposed framework. Finally, Section VI draws a conclusion of our proposed approach.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Motion Planning with the Closed-Chain Constraint
Direct sampling in configuration space has zero probability of generating a random configuration which satisfies closedchain constraints. This is due to the fact that the constraint manifold has its dimension lower than that of the ambient space [4] . To generate a random closed-chain configuration, the authors of [3] proposed to break the closed-chain into several (open) sub-chains. A configuration of one sub-chain can be directly sampled and the configurations of other subchains computed so as to close the kinematic loop. This method was further refined in [7] . Random Gradient Descent was used in [4] to move a randomly sampled configuration toward a constraint manifold. In more recent work, [5] and [6] sample configurations on a tangent space of the constraint manifold, and [8] used the Newton-Raphson method for projection on the constraint manifold to obtain valid configurations and paths. However, with all these planners being able to find a "local" path (given that it exists) in a single component, they lack the ability to address the problem at a "global" level.
B. Regrasping
Although regrasping itself is merely a robot breaking and re-initiating contacts (grasps) with an object, how to do regrasping in such a way that facilitates manipulation of the object into its desired goal transformation is not trivial. Several tools, including Grasp-Placement Table [9] , Regrasp Graph [10] , high-level Grasp-Placement Graph [11] , have been devised to help reason over a large number of possible combinations of grasps and placements such that the planner can choose only a few combinations that would sufficiently bring the system toward the goal.
Previous work considering regraspings used such moves mainly for the purpose of changing grasps, either one robot changing from one grasp to another or changing from one robot grasping to another robot grasping [12] , [13] . In this work, we utilitize regrasping moves not necessarily to change grasps. Instead, we use them to establish bridges between different disconnected components, which is essentially useful in planning.
C. Bimanual Manipulation Planning
A pioneering work in this direction was published in [14] . In the paper, the authors presented three manipulation planning algorithms for two-arm robotic systems. The first two algorithms employed exhaustive search over discretized configuration space and therefore could only solve some simplified planar bimanual manipulation planning problems. The third algorithm adapted the randomized potential field technique [15] to work with a closed-chain system. It used regrasping as a way to escape once trapped in a local minimum in the potential field. Although the work itself is interesting and the authors also provided some basic understanding and characterization of the problem, they totally disregarded joint limits in the planning and the planners could only cope with very limited ranges of problems.
More recent work addressing bimanual manipulation planning exist. However, they either consider using two arms only for increasing workspace and therefore not considering any closed-chain motions [12] , [13] , or use heuristic search over a discretized configuration space [16] which is only capable of planning simple motions.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In this Section, we define some mathematical notations for subsequent discussions and present a formal formulation of the problem. Moreover, we analyze the problem by dividing it into different cases that might be encountered in planning, and present the "IK-switch" move to address them.
A. Closed-Chain Constraint
Consider a system with k robots and an object of interest. Let C i robot ⊆ R ni be the configuration space of the i th robot, where n i is its number of degrees-of-freedom (DOF), and C obj ⊆ SE(3) 1 the configuration space of the object. The composite configuration space of the system is described as
A composite configuration Q ∈ C composite can then be written as Q = (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k , T obj ), where q i ∈ C i robot is the configuration of the i th robot and T obj ∈ SE(3) is the homogeneous transformation of the object.
When all the robots are grasping the object with their endeffectors, the system forms closed kinematic chains. In this case, the composite configuration Q implicitly determines the grasping pose of each robot. In other words, it defines the relative transformations from the object to the end-effector of each robot. This constraint can be described in the form F(Q) = 0, where 0 is a zero vector. Such a specific constraint function F defines a single grasping pose for each robot. Let C cc ⊂ C composite be defined as:
C cc is a manifold of a lower dimension lying in C composite . All composite configurations Q contained in C cc have the same grasping poses and satisfy the closure constraint.
B. Essentially Mutually Disconnected (EMD) Components
Definition 1: Given a valid configuration Q, we formally define the (connected) component containing Q, denoted as S(Q), as the set of all valid configurations that can be reached from Q by continuous valid paths (i.e. paths that respect the closed-chain constraint, robot joint limits, and collision-free). Two components, S(Q 1 ) and S(Q 2 ), are considered essentially mutually disconnected (EMD) if they are indeed disconnected or if, in practice, one cannot find any connection between Q 1 and Q 2 within a reasonable computation time Note that we use the term "essentially" in the above definition as it is very difficult, on an actual problem instance, to provide a rigorous certificate that two components are indeed disconnected. Consider the system in Fig. 1 (a). One can clearly see that the components containing respectively the upper configuration and the lower configuration are disconnected, yet a certificate of this disconnectedness would involve complex trigonometry formulae. Such certificates are even more difficult, if not impossible, to obtain in high-DOF systems such as in Fig. 1 (b, c). One can however say that the configurations in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1 (c) are essentially mutually disconnected after running state-of-the-art planners -without regrasping -for hours without finding any solution.
In order to bridge EMD components, our planning algorithm plans not only the component-level closed-chain motions, but also regrasping moves that help the system "jump" across different EMD components. This significantly enlarges the size of the solution space.
C. Problem Formulation
In addition to C cc which satisfies the closure constraint, we denote by C free ⊆ C composite as the set containing all collisionfree composite configurations. Moreover, define g(·) as a projection from a composite configuration Q to its own object configuration T obj such that for Q = (q 1 , q 2 , ..., q k , T obj ), g(Q) = T obj . In a general closed-chain motion planning problem for a multi-arm system, typically one is given a start composite configuration which imposes a closure constraint on the system, and a goal configuration of the object; with regards to the goal configuration, grasping pose of each single robot is pre-determined by the start configuration, while the specific configuration of each robot is unknown. In addition, in cases where a multi-arm robot system is required, it is certain that the object's contact stability 2 is critical. By using the notations presented above, such a problem can be defined as follows:
Problem 1: Given a start composite configuration Q start and a goal object configuration T goal , find a path P (t), t ∈ [0, 1], such that 1) P (0) = Q start , g(P (1)) = g(Q goal ) = T goal , and 2) ∀t ∈ [0, 1], P (t) ∈ C cc ∩ C free and the system at P (t) maintains contact stability
D. Problem Analysis
Similar to g, we now define a mapping G(·) from C cc to the object configuration space C obj , such that for each EMD component S ⊆ C cc ∩ C free , G(S) represents a mapped space C map ⊆ C obj , defined as:
Consider a problem which follows the definition stated in Problem 1. When given the goal object configuration T goal , 2 Contact stability here refers to the state that no slippage in each robot's grasping can be caused by the object's inertial force or gravity. there exits multiple Q goal since different inverse kinematic solutions exist for a certain end-effector transforms. Let Q goal = {Q 1 goal , Q 2 goal , ..., Q m goal } denote the collection of all m possible goal configurations. With regards to the relation between Q start and Q goal , two possible cases exist:
This means a valid path P exists from Q start to Q goal , where regrasping is not needed. However, there might exist other Q goal ∈ Q goal which do not lie in S(Q start ). If the searching efficiency of a bi-directional RRT [2] is desired, we need to manually select the optimal Q goal from Q goal . However, to the best of our knowledge, currently there is no any effective method for such selection. It is likely that for a Q goal selected based on certain heuristics, Q goal / ∈ S(Q start ). This would fall into the sub-cases discussed in case 2. One possible approach to avoid selecting goal configuration is to extend the idea of BiSpace planning [17] to such closedchain systems. However, this approach is limited to the condition that an ideal Q goal exists in S(Q start ), and cannot handle the cases presented below.
2) case 2: ∀Q goal ∈ Q goal , Q goal / ∈ S(Q start ). In this case, all possible goal configurations are essentially mutually disconnected with Q start . Therefore, regrasping is necessary for the system to traverse different S to reach the goal configuration. Consider picking one random Q goal ∈ Q goal , then we have two sub-cases exist:
, there exists a path for the object to move from g(Q start ) to g(Q goal ), where g(Q start ) ∈ G(S(Q start )) and g(Q goal ) ∈ G(S(Q goal )). The required regrasping action can be done when the object configuration is in G(S(Q start )) ∩ G(S(Q goal )), with the object staying in the intersection space and the kinematic chain jumping from S(Q start ) to S(Q goal ). b) case 2.2: If G(S(Q start )) ∩ G(S(Q goal )) = Ø, no path exists in G(S(Q start )) ∪ G(S(Q goal )) for the object to move from g(Q start ) to g(Q goal ). For the ease of subsequent discussion, let S 0 inter = S(Q start ) and S p+1 inter = S(Q goal ). The problem in this case is solvable if and only if there exist p
With the aid of all these intermediate EMD components, an object path can be found in
The intersections between mappings of these components in C obj provide shared regions to bridge themselves together, and in turn connects S(Q start ) and S(Q goal ).
The discussion above summarizes possible scenarios that may be encountered in a planning problem. Note that in order to maintain contact stability, our planner will try to find feasible placement configurations for the object to seek support from the environment whenever a regrasping is necessary. Consider the case where a regrasping is needed to connect S(Q 1 ) and S(Q 2 ), the regrasping should be performed at a composite configuration Q such that g(Q) is a valid placement configuration, where regrasping trajectory can be found and the object remains in static equilibrium throughout the regrasping process.
E. IK-switch
We now discuss in detail the "IK-switch" move that allows bridging different EMD components, see Fig. 2 . For a given 6D end-effector pose (translation and rotation), a robot arm with 6 revolute joints has up to 16 IK solutions. Different IK solutions can belong to different EMD components, see e.g. Fig. 1(a) . Therefore, "jumping" between different IK solutions corresponding to the same end-effector pose can bridge different EMD components. Specifically, an "IK-switch" move consists in: (i) one of the robot arm, say manipulator A, releases the grasp; (ii) manipulator A moves freely from the original IK solution to another IK solution, corresponding to the same grasping pose; (iii) manipulator A regrasps the object with the same initial grasping pose. Section IV-B details the implementation.
The main difference with usual regrasping moves [9] , [11] is that "IK-switch" regrasps exactly using the same endeffector grasping pose. This has two advantages. First, one avoids the computational explosion of the grasp-placement table when the number of grasp classes increases while staying expressive enough to solve difficult tasks, as shown in Section V. Second, this strategy can be used even when one has no information on the grasp structure of the manipulated object (e.g. grasp database, grasp classes): one single grasping pose is used per manipulator during the whole manipulation.
Note that in step (i) of the move, as one manipulator releases the grasp, contact with the environment is needed for the object to stay in static equilibrium to ensure contact stability. Section IV-B.2 details the implementation.
Finally, one can note that the concept of jumping between different IK solutions bears some resemblance with the transition between different self-motion manifolds [18] through singularities [19] .
IV. PATH PLANNING
Based on the previous analysis, we propose here a planner that can address complex multi-arm manipulation tasks. Our planner is derived from the classical BiRRT structure and comprises two planning stages. In the first stage, it plans a global path for the closed-chain system, which includes 1) segments storing closed-chain motions without breaking the chain and 2) the vertices connecting these segments, including necessary IK-switch regrasping requests. In the second stage, it completes the global path by planning IK-switch moves at vertices where regrasping is needed. Delaying IKswitch planning to the second stage helps improve efficiency of the planner sharply since most of regrasping requests will not be in the final path connecting Q start and Q goal . Note that planning for IK-switch at these connecting vertices might fail when no feasible regrasping moves can be found. In this case, we implement an efficient data structure (see Section IV-C) that re-organizes all vertices stored in itself to retain the space information obtained previously before the planner returns to the first stage and re-plans a new global path. 
A. Stage 1: Planning Global Path
Given a planning query determined by Q start and T goal , we first pick one composite configuration Q goal such that g(Q goal ) = T goal , either randomly or according to certain heuristics, such as picking the one closest to Q start . Afterwards, we initialize two search trees from Q start and Q goal respectively. In a multi-robot system described previously, the object under manipulation is the nexus linking all the robots. Thus, we took a decomposed approach to grow the trees: at each extension step, the planner plans a rigid motion of the object in SE(3) first, and then enforce the robots to follow the object's path. The flow of the global path planner is summarized in Algorithm 1.
This global path planner grows two trees rooted at Q start and Q goal . N max is the maximum iteration number allowed for tree extension. The planner also takes as its input a parameter R max , which sets the maximum number of regraspings allowed 3 . Parameter E is a description of the workspace environment, which will be used for planning IK-switch moves later. Some key functions in planning for global path are explained below.
• SampleSE3Config: This function samples a random object configuration in SE (3). We separately sample orientation and translation. The translation is sampled uniformly from the userspecified range. For orientation, we use uniform sampling over special orthogonal group SO(3) [20] . • NearestNeighbor: This searches all vertices in the given tree T f , and returns the one closest to Trand in SE (3). The distance metric we use is a weighted combination of Euclidean distance (for translation) and the minimal geodesic distance between rotation matrices (see [21] for more details). Note that in order to limit total regrasping numbers in the final path, this function also takes Rmax as an input. It rejects all vertices whose RegraspCount is greater than Rmax when searching. • InterpolateSE3Path: This interpolates an SE(3) trajectory connecting the given transformations. The translation and orientation are interpolated independently using a similar procedure as presented in [22] . • ComputePath: The composite path required for the motion of closed-chain system is generated here. This function's detailed implementation is listed in Algorithm 2. It takes the object path in SE (3), discretizes it into a series of transformations according to a pre-defined size of time step, and then stores them into a list L T . It iterates through the list and calls ComputeCompositeConfig to compute composite configurations to follow each transformation matrix Tobj. At each time instant, we use differential inverse kinematics to generate the new IK solution for each robot. The differential IK solver ensures each newly generated composite configuration lies in the same S as the previous one. When it fails due to reaching the boundary of one of the robots' configuration space, we use IsNearBoundary to check whether any robot reaches its joint limits and stores the index of such robot. Afterwards, GetRegraspConfig returns the most flexible composite configuration among all other possible ones. In particular, it extracts the object configuration Tobj in Q and uses OpenRAVE's analytical IK solver IKFast [23] in ComputeIKs to compute all other IK solutions (which are not at the boundary of Crobot) for the robot with index. Then in SelectMostFlexibleIK, we use a scoring function to choose the best IK solution. Given a specific robot configuration q and the robot's joint limits qupper and qlower, the scoring function is written as:
The best IK solution then will be used as the target for a IKswitch move. Then a composite path Pcomposite can be generated from all feasible configurations in L Q together with a IK-switch request. • Connect: When the planner attempts to connect the backward tree T b to a given vertex in T f , it computes allowed number of regraspings first for NearestNeighbor to select a vertex from T b . Similar to Extend, it uses the differential IK solver to compute a composite path Pconnect from Vnear to Vnew. If discrepancy exists between the last configuration in Pconnect and the one stored in Vnew, we add one more regrasping request to Pconnect if the limit is not exceeded.
After a P connect is returned from Connect, a global path is considered found, then the planner enters the second planning stage to plan for IK-switch moves. The IK-switch planner returns True if regrasping requests stored in all vertices along the global path are found. Otherwise, it returns False once a failure is encountered and stores the failed vertex into V fail .
Algorithm 3: IK-Switch Planner 
2) Placement Configuration Computation & Static Equilibrium Checking:
The function SamplePlacementConfig proceeds in iterations. In each iteration, it starts with an object configuration T which is essentially T obj with some small random perturbation (except the first iteration in which T = T obj ). The function then computes a close placement configuration T place and checks if T place is feasible. If the computed placement is feasible, it returns the computed transformation. Otherwise, it proceeds to the next iteration until some maximum number of iterations is reached.
When performing regrasping at T place , there can be at least one robot holding the object at any time instant. Therefore, T place does not necessarily have to be a stable placement 4 . Instead, it only needs to stay in static equilibrium with the help of contact forces provided by grasping robots. Considering this, we can explore all types of contact with the convex hull of the object and the supporting surface (e.g. a floor or a table): face-face, edge-face, and vertex-face. For example, if we consider a contact of type edge-face, we proceed by finding the edge of the convex hull closest to the supporting surface, given that the object is at a configuration T . Then we can directly compute a placement transformation at which the selected edge is in contact with the supporting surface.
To check static equilibrium of a placement configuration T place given that some robots are grasping the object, we start with Newton-Euler equations
where m is the mass of the object, g the acceleration due to gravity, p COM the position of the COM of the object at the placement configuration, p i the position of the i th contact point, f i the force exerted on the object at p i , and k the total number of contact points. Note that we can take into account surface contacts by considering forces at the vertices of the contact area [24] . From the equations above, we can reformulate them as a matrix equation
where w GI is the gravito-inertial wrench [24] , and the operator [·] maps a vector in R 3 to a 3 × 3 skew-symmetric matrix. All the constraints related to contact forces (linearized friction-cone constraints and the max grip force constraint) can also be written as a vector inequality constraint U f all b.
Then the configuration in consideration is in static equilibrium if there exists f all satisfying (6) and (7) . This feasibility problem can be solved via a linear programming solver or other available methods (c.f. [24] , [25] ).
C. Handling Failures in IK-Switch Planning
After a global path is found, the IK-switch planner starts planning IK-switch moves along the global path, from the root vertex, V start , of the forward tree T f to V goal in the backward tree, T b . In cases where a failure is encountered in this planning stage, the planner will return back to the first stage to find a new global path. In such cases, the failed vertex V fail , of which the requested IK-switch cannot be found is useless; furthermore, all the child vertices in the subtree rooted at V fail become disconnected to T f . In order to handle such failure properly so that all the space information stored in these vertices can be retained for future use in regenerating a global path, we adopted a new variation of the BiRRT structure. In particular, our tree re-organizes itself in case of failure. It abandons only the edge connecting V fail and its parent vertex, and then create a edge at the meeting point of the two trees. This way, the disconnected subtree becomes a subtree of T b . These two new T f and T b will then be used for re-planning the global path. A blacklisted region is set within a certain radius from V fail .Q.T obj ; no IKswitch request will be allowed in this region in subsequent planning. If all IK-switch requests are solved in T f , the IKswitch planner starts from V goal and deals with T b similarly. This data structure helps improve our planner's efficiency substantially, since with all the vertices retained, the planner only needs to find a path to bypass V fail so as to find a new global path. This idea would also be applicable to all other similar planning strategies containing multiple planning stages.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this Section, we illustrate the effectiveness of our planner by solving two difficult bimanual tasks. The planner was implemented in Python. The open-source code is available at https://github.com/quangounet/bimanual.
We used OpenRAVE [23] environment as a test-bed. All simulations were run on a desktop computer with a 4.0 GHz Intel Core TM CPU.
In addition, we present a compliant control strategy for closed-chain motion execution, together with hardware demonstration, in Section V-C.
A. Experimental Setup
Our bimanual robotic platform consists of two 6-DOF industrial manipulators Denso VS060. Each manipulator is equipped with a Robotiq 2-Finger 85 Gripper, with a gripping force ranging from 30 to 100 N. One ATI Gamma Force-Torque (F/T) sensor is attached between the end of each manipulator and its gripper.
The distance between the two robots is optimized to be d = 1.042 m, in order to maximize each robot's manipulability and the bimanual system's reachability, following procedures presented in a related work [26] .
B. Task Description and Planning Results
Two tasks as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 1(b, c) are designed to test our planner. Task 1 is a relatively simple transportation task, where the two robots needs to move a heavy L-shaped object from a start configuration to a predesignated goal transformation. In Task 2, the planner is required to plan a composite path to move and flip a chair frame, which is a useful operation in common assembly tasks. One goal configuration Q goal is randomly selected for each tasks (shown in Fig. 3(h) and Fig. 1(c) ). The start and the goal configuration are verified to be essentially mutually disconnected, as sending them to a local closed-chain planner yields no solution in half an hour.
To ensure the quality of the composite trajectory, the allowed number of regraspings in Task 1 and Task 2 are set as 1 and 3, respectively. We ran our planner 50 times for each task. The total planning time and its decomposition in seconds were averaged and reported in Table I . In both cases, the planner is able to find a feasible composite path comprising a series of closed-chain motions and IK-switch moves within a reasonable amount of time. It can be seen that the IK-switch regrasping plannning occupies a crucial part in the total planning time, since the second stage involves planning of multiple regrasping trajectories as well as static equilibrium checkings. Snapshots of the bimanual system executing planned trajectories (after being smoothened) to complete Task 1 are shown in Fig. 3 . For Task 2, it is implemented on the real hardware system as explained in Section V-C below (see snapshots in Fig. 4 ).
C. Trajectory Execution and Control
A composite path generated by our planner comprises both open-chain and closed-chain motions. In open-chain motions where each robot performs IK-switch independently, the robot has no interaction with the surroundings and thus can be controlled freely via position control. For closedchain motions, however, the closed-chain constraint needs to be satisfied at every time instant and each robot interacts with others through the object they are grasping. Using pure position control, small discrepancies between the simulation models and the real environment as well as robot precision errors can cause serious damage to the manipulated object. Therefore, we introduce compliance into our control method by using position-based force control.
The robots were controlled in a leader-follower fashion. The leader robot was solely position controlled while the follower robot executed motion with compliance added. In a discrete-time form with a system sampling time of ∆t, at each time instant k, the target joint value q[k] of the follower is a summation of the theoretical value q t [k] (given by the planner) and a compliance margin q c [k].
In particular, we read the feedback f r from the F/T sensor attached to the follower's wrist and produce a perturbation . This compliant control approach is able to substantially reduce the stress introduced by modeling errors and the robot's hardware imprecision, resulting in successful executions of the planned composite trajectory. We implemented the trajectory planned for Task 2 (as explained in Section V-B) on our hardware system with this compliant control strategy. The robots in our bimanual setup were able to execute the trajectory smoothly and successfully completed the desired task. Snapshots of the system performing the task are shown in Fig. 4 . A complete video of this demonstration can be found at https://youtu.be/PUkNS3gykC8.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a path planner for multi-arm systems manipulating a large/heavy object. Such a system is constrained by closed-chain constraints and planning without breaking the kinematic chain may be practically ineffective or even impossible. We proposed a planning algorithm which effectively deals with such issues. The algorithm utilizes regraspings to bridge essentially mutually disconnected space components together and hence allows us to solve queries that are otherwise considered as no-solution.
The planner plans a global path first. Then it plans regrasping moves termed as "IK-switch" to complete the global path. When planning for IK-switch, we resort to the environment in vicinity to provide support for the object to maintain contact stability. We also presented an efficient data structure which reorganizes itself to reduce information loss when certain vertex has to be discarded from a planning tree. Finally, we presented a compliant control method for closed-chain trajectory execution.
We illustrated effectiveness of our planner via two difficult bimanual manipulation tasks. With the control method proposed, we also successfully executed closed-chain trajectories on real hardware.
